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ABSTRACT 
Encoding and Decoding schemes plays a vital role in networking, storage, data communications and radio 

or wireless communication systems. The hardware architecture of encoding and decoding blocks becomes an 

attractive issue in designing. Very large scale integration (VLSI) is one of the trending processes of integrating 

thousands of transistors together in a chip and its architecture provides better performance results. When the VLSI 

architecture involved in the coder design, the system attains effective results in its parameters such as power 

consumption, speed and area occupied. In general digital systems the Half Cycle Processing Model (HCPM) is totally 

different which is already exist for FMO/Manchester Code. Though this model reduces number of transistor count 

and achieves 100% Hardware Utilization Rate, it induces one cycle latency between positive and negative half cycles. 

This paper proposes a new Coder design to resolve this problem. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

The effective communication can be realized using communication process. The correspondence procedure 

is that sharing a typical thought or data between the sender and the beneficiary. Each and everybody in the 

circumstance to have their communication more secure in each part of their calling. For secure communication, there 

is a requirement for encoding and decoding in communication. The procedure of communication is finished with 

four noteworthy components: Encoding, Medium of Transmission, Decoding and Feedback. The primary figures of 

the communication are sender and the recipient. The each communication begins with sender and winds up with the 

beneficiary.  

 
Figure.1. Encoding/Decoding model 

The process of communication can be understood by the encoding/decoding model which is shown in the 

fig.1. The communication process begins with the source or sender who intends to communicate an idea to the 

receiver. Encoding is the initial process done by source in the communication process. In encoding, the intended 

message is transferred into a securable and communicable message that can understood only by the receiver. Then 

the encoded message is send to the receiver via channel which referred as medium. The medium is responsible to 

deliver the message from source to receiver. Decoding is the process done by the receiver. The receiver wants to 

interpret the received message to understand what the source is communicating. The interpretation done by through 

decoding process. Feedback refers to any response the receiver offers to the message; this could be communication 

or behavior. The encoder and decoder together known as CODEC which performs encoding and decoding. The 

CODEC uses various codes such as Manchester, FMO, Miller, Golay code, etc. The code is said to system of rules 

that convert the information such as word, image, letter, sound, or gesture into another form of representation. This 

is also called as secret writing. The CODEC can be implemented using VLSI architecture with improved 

performance. 

2. RELATED WORK 

Yu-Hsuan Lee and Cheng-Wei Pan (2015), proposed a procedure called Similarity Oriented Logic 

Simplification (SOLS) which is utilized for Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC) Applications. The 

DSRC utilizes FMO and Manchester codes to achieve dc-adjust which upgrade the flag unwavering quality. Area 

compact retiming and logic operation sharing are the two procedures utilized as a part of the SOLS.  

The area compact retiming lessens 22 by reusing the flip-flop. The logic operation sharing enhances 

Hardware Utilization Rate (HUR). Stephen Molloy and Rajeev Jain proposed a system rang Look table partitioning 

in a Variable length encoding and decoding engineering to accomplish low power utilization. Variable length coding 

is known as lossless type of coding. This sort of coding can be connected in MPEG and JPEG picture pressure 

models.  
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The Variable length coding engineering is completely feed forward. In this design the look into table 

delivering the codeword length which is converged with themselves as opposed to part the table. The lookup table 

partitioning in Variable length codec significantly decreases the dynamic power utilization of lookup tables. 

Evgeny Belyaev (2015), proposed a calculation called Adaptive window size selection algorithm for 

Adaptive Binary Range Coder (ABRC). This calculation decreases the bit limit of the duplication which required in 

the inward division part furthermore used to maintain a strategic distance from the circle use in the renormalization 

piece of ABRC which higher the pressure execution and it gives a speedier likelihood adjustment at the underlying 

encoding and decoding stage. M-coder and MQ-coder, For the situation of video coding, the proposed ABRC does 

not require extra memory, for example, look-into tables in correlation with M-coder and MQ-coder. In this way it 

expends less power and accomplishes high throughput.  

In the existing system, it is presented that Shieh present a strategy called Hardware sharing, utilized as a part 

of CMOS chip plan for Manchester and Miller encoder which extraordinarily expands the speed and execution. The 

Manchester and Miller coders utilized as a part of radio recurrence identification (RFID) applications. By the phase 

of de-multiplexer, the information are exchanged quickly into two individual DFFs. At that point information are 

consecutively handled by top information way and base information way individually. The equipment sharing and 

parallel preparing strategy extraordinarily enhances speed and it can be enhanced further by utilizing dynamic 

rationale in the future.  

Satyabrata Sarangi and Swapna Banerjee (2015), were present an encoding plan which depends on cyclic 

redundancy check (CRC). This encoding calculation for Golay code is to acquire fast with low inertness design. They 

give a disentangling engineering to Golay code an upgraded and low unpredictability design. The aftereffect of 

proposed encoding engineering exist with codeword per clock cycle rather than single check bit per clock cycle. The 

subsequent arrangement of encoding design receives high information rate. The proposed decoding engineering has 

enhanced idleness and throughput.  

Yu-Luen Wang (2011), proposed a low complexity hardware equipment design with low density parity 

check (LDPC) codes for WIMAX applications. Here the decoding operations are partitioned into a few comparable 

errands in LDPC codes. In spite of the fact that the parallelism is low, the proposed decoder design can accomplish 

better throughput values. The throughput of this decoder is autonomous of code length. Since the work is focused at 

shopper and compact applications, the zone and power utilization ought to be as little as would be prudent. The 

outcome examination of deciphering engineering demonstrates that it accomplishes littlest zone and has best vitality 

effectiveness.  

Mahendran and Vishwaja (2016), were presented a model that provides a simple recursive structure (SRS) 

to process the sampled data in the wireless sensor environment and to reduce the power consumption in wireless 

sensor node and introduces a high speed adder for better data processing model in communication systems. 

Overall architecture: Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC) assumes an essential part in sensor 

organizing which is utilized as a part of intelligent transportation framework applications. While planning every 

building hinder in sensor hub, accomplishing higher equipment productivity turns into an appealing issue. The DSRC 

guidelines dependably embraces FM0 code and Manchester code as a coding system which is utilized to upgrade 

flag unwavering quality. By upgrading the sensor hubs by utilizing VLSI engineering the Hardware Utilization Rate 

(HUR) can be accomplished as 100%. 

Manchester Encoding and Decoding scheme: The Manchester encoding can be expressed as, 

YME = XE ⊕ CLK -------- (1) 

Where, XE is the input binary data to be encoded, YME is the encoded output data and a clock signal is 

represented as CLK. According to (1), for every cycle YME should have a signal-transition, whether XE is logic-0 

or logic-1. The ac components are embedded into the YME with this signal transition, thus it can facilitate the 

synchronization in receiver. Likewise, the Manchester decoding is described as follows, 

XD = YMD ⊕ CLK ------- (2) 

Where, XD decoded output data, and the YMD stands for a code word to be decoded. The Manchester 

encoding/decoding example is given in Fig.2 and Fig.3 respectively. Both can be simply realized by a 2-input XOR 

gate. 

  
Figure.2. Manchester Encoding Figure.3. Manchester Decoding 
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The Manchester encoding and decoding function can be operated using 2-input XOR gate. The single XOR 

gate is reused for both Manchester encoding and decoding function. For Manchester encoding function, the XE signal 

is adopted and for decoding function the YMD signal is adopted. The selection of signal held using MUX.  

Fm0 Encoding and Decoding scheme: The FM0 code utilizes YFE as information flag to be encoded which is 

isolated into two sections: YFP (positive cycle) and YFN (negative cycle). The encoding technique for FM0 code is 

recorded as:  

 If XE of rationale 0, there is a flag move is apportioned amongst YFP and YFN.  

 If XE of rationale 1, there is no flag move is apportioned amongst YFP and YFN.  

 A flag move exists over each YFE. 

YFP (t) = YFN (t − 1) ----------------- (3) 

YFN (t) = XE ⊕ YFN (t − 1) -------- (4) 

Both YFP (t) and YFN (t) are three-variable Boolean elements of YFP (t − 1), YFN (t − 1), and XE. A case 

of FM0 encoding is appeared in Fig.4. 

 
Figure.4. FMO encoding 

In FM0 interpreting plan, the YFD flag is a code word to be decoded, which is likewise isolated as YFP and 

YFN. The methodology of FM0 unraveling plan is given as takes after:  

 If there is a flag move happens amongst YFP and YFN, XD is deciphered as rationale 0.  

 If there is no flag move happens amongst YFP and YFN, XD is deciphered as rationale 1.  

The rationale estimation of XD depends just on the flag move amongst YFP and YFN. 

FMO/Manchester codec: The equipment structures of FMO codec and Manchester codec are coordinated into a 

FM0/Manchester codec, as appeared in Fig.5. The MUX1 and MUX3 are utilized for selecting coding mode which 

is controlled by Mode flag. For the contribution of MUX1, the relating yield flag is introduced in MUX3. This 

equipment design influenced from a genuine restriction on equipment use. This equipment design is separated into 

three sections: FM0 encoder, FM0 decoder, and Manchester codec.  

The On Board Unit (OBU) of half-duplex enacts just a single of three sections inevitably; in the meantime 

the other two sections are sit out of gear. This equipment design can be acknowledged into VLSI engineering with 

transmission gateway (TG) circuit topology to conquer the issue as of now exists. This engineering comprises of 

different rationale parts: the XOR entryway of 8 transistors, the XNOR door of 8 transistors, the multiplexer of 6 

transistors, the inverter of 2 transistors, the DFF of 22 transistors, and the lock of 10 transistors. Accordingly 86 

transistors are required for FM0/Manchester codec. Where FM0 encoder involves 38 transistors, FM0 decoder 

possesses 40 transistors, and the Manchester codec possesses 8 transistors. Here the aggregate number of transistors 

to acknowledge MUX1 and MUX3 are avoided in light of the fact that both have a place with control rationale rather 

than the center rationale.  

The Architecture of FMO/Manchester codec utilizes 86 Transistors. To decrease the transistor number, here 

presented a procedure called half-cycle processing model (HCPM). The HCPM proposes three noteworthy strategies:  

 Half-cycle logic partition 

 Reused-based retiming 

 Boolean function reshaping. 

The equipment design for FM0/Manchester codec utilizes HCPM show. It separates FM0/Manchester 

encoding and translating into positive-cycle flag and negative-cycle flag. Both are controlled by positive-cycle 

rationale and negative-cycle rationale, individually.  

 
Figure.5. Non-optimized structure of FM0/Manchester codec. 
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HCPM for FMO/Manchester Codec: The HCLP separates FM0/Manchester encoding and disentangling into 

positive-cycle rationale and negative-cycle rationale. To successively exhibit positive-cycle flag and negative-cycle 

motion by CLK, a 2-to-1 multiplexer is assigned after them. The positive-cycle rationale and the negative-cycle 

rationale reuses the flip-slump by RBR procedure. The yield information ways of FM0/Manchester encoding and 

unraveling are isolated by finding the 2-to-1 multiplexer after the reused flip-tumble. In the event that it working 

FM0/Manchester encoding, the yield way of the 2-to-1 multiplexer is YME/YFE. On the off chance that it working 

FM0/Manchester disentangling, the XD flag is displayed on the yield of the reused flip-tumble. The BFR strategy 

additionally improves positive-cycle rationale and incorporates negative-cycle rationale with the assistance of HCLP 

and RBR. 

HCLP: The HCLP partitions the code word into positive cycle rationale and negative cycle rationale. For the most 

part, the FM0 encoding/disentangling and Manchester encoding/deciphering are directed from positive-cycle 

rationale YFP (t) and negative-cycle rationale YFN (t). 

RBR Technique: The FM0 encoder and FM0 decoder alone require a DFF as appeared in the above Fig.5. On the 

off chance that the DFF will be reused, the HUR of FM0/Manchester codec can be incredibly moved forward. The 

RBR system is here used to lead a reused DFF from positive cycle rationale and negative-cycle rationale in 

FM0/Manchester encoding and unraveling. 

BFR Technique: The BFR strategy additionally streamlines the positive-cycle rationale and to incorporate negative-

cycle rationale. The altered rationales are: Simplified Positive-Cycle Logic and Integrated Negative-Cycle Logic. 

The equipment engineering of FM0/Manchester codec in Fig.6 is planned under HCPM system. Here, the proposed 

FM0/Manchester codec bolsters taking after coding modes: FM0 encoding, FMO interpreting, Manchester encoding, 

and Manchester unraveling. The coding modes are characterized by taking after parameters, SP, SN, I1, and I0. The 

reused DFF yield means XD for FM0 translating and Manchester interpreting and which is substantial for each cycle. 

In this framework, each rationale segment is completely reused, regardless of which coding mode is empowered. 

There is wastage of segment. Therefore it accomplishes 100% Hardware Utilization Rate. 

 
Figure.6. VLSI hardware architecture of FMO/Manchester codec 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The proposed architecture have been designed using verilog HDL coding and simulated using modelsim 

tool. Simulated waveform for Encoding and Decoding approach is clearly shown in fig.7 and the output obtained 

shows the 100% accuracy where the expected output matches with the obtained output. One of the advantage of the 

modelsim tool is that we are able to synthesis and analyse results. 

 
Figure.7. Encoding/Decoding output 

4. CONCLUSION 

Delay is the vital factor to be considered in recent years, many researches are concentrating on high speed 

architectures. Speed influences the performance and the lifetime of the coder design. The FMO/Manchester codec 

design architectures are explained in this technical paper in terms of hardware utilization. The above explained paper 

present the less delay along with other features such as hardware utilization, and low area complexity. 
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